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       She watched the first episode and she was like, 'This is feminism?' And
then by the end of the season, she was like, 'This is feminism.' The
tone changed completely. She was really psyched about it. 
~Allison Williams

I'm drawn to what I'm drawn to. I wear jeans and loafers everyday,
mostly casual, but when I really turn it on, I like a classic, simple look. 
~Allison Williams

My dad keeps joking about sneaking into my grandparents' house and
switching out their HBO for PBS so they think I'm on 'Downton Abbey. 
~Allison Williams

I operate with this sense of needing to live up to what I am asking of
people. I am, by far, my own worst critic. 
~Allison Williams

I would prefer to keep my clothes on. Unless there's a brisk breeze or
something, I tend to keep them on. 
~Allison Williams

I'm a big Aqua fan. "Barbie Girl" was a big deal growing up. 
~Allison Williams

A lot of guys I know loved Sex and the City. They'll take it to their grave,
but they watched every episode of it. 
~Allison Williams

I love making people uncomfortable, and when people say, 'I cringed
watching [that] scene,' that's the biggest compliment you can give me. 
~Allison Williams

I'd be worried about myself as a human if I hadn't been nervous. 
~Allison Williams
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My whole background is character acting: weird costumes, fat suits,
playing men, playing animals - I've never played anyone with whom
there's any overlapping Venn diagram. 
~Allison Williams

I auditioned for 'Girls' the fall after I graduated from Yale. The show has
been amazing - as close to perfect as it gets! 
~Allison Williams

I started out really into musical theater. So you can imagine I was super
popular. I wasn't awkward looking at all. 
~Allison Williams

It's safe to say I'm a comedy nerd. I listen to so many podcasts. I just
love to laugh. 
~Allison Williams

It's very weird waking around a corner and being nose to nose with
myself on the side of a bus. And Times Square - that's the craziest one.

~Allison Williams

I just have always been so interested in the way actors and actresses
present themselves to the world because I think it is very important and
it affects the way people see you as an actor. 
~Allison Williams

I was only allowed only to watch public television until I was 12 years
old. 
~Allison Williams
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